TCM STUDENT INVESTMENT CONFERENCE

IS A GLOBAL RECESSION AROUND THE CORNER?

PACIFIC LIFE CONFERENCE CENTER
NEWPORT BEACH, CA
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 8
8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

WHAT YOU WILL EXPERIENCE:

Interactive Investment Workshops
Private equity, credit analysis, stock and bond portfolio management, REIT valuation, and more!

OPTIONAL Team or individual Competitions:
Research Report Challenge
and/or
Investment Team Competition
$250 scholarship for the first place winners

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES:

Silver $500
Gold $1,000
Platinum $2,500
Contribute to the scholarship fund to reward the first, second and third place Research Challenge and Investment Competition winners.

https://business.fullerton.edu/department/finance/tcm/student-investment-conference

WHO SHOULD ATTEND:

Graduate and undergraduate students interested in a career in investment management or financial analysis
Faculty advisors desiring to share best practices
Financial companies seeking high-performing candidates

HOW TO PARTICIPATE:

Thanks to our generous host, the 4th annual TCM Student Investment Conference is free to all participants!
• Conference attendee
• Practitioner workshop presenter
• Investment competition judge

FOR MORE INFORMATION please contact,
Marcia Clark 657-278-8179 | mclark@fullerton.edu

SPONSORED BY TITAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, MIHAYLO COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS

CSUF | Mihaylo College of Business and Economics
WHAT IS TITAN CAPITAL MANAGEMENT?

Titan Capital Management (TCM) is a 12-month practicum in which students act as research analysts, portfolio managers, economists, and risk managers for a portfolio of stocks or bonds. Each portfolio is funded by the California State University Philanthropic Foundation providing assets under management of nearly $1.5 million as of September 2019.

WHY SUPPORT THE TCM INVESTMENT CONFERENCE?

Sponsorships help cover the cost of putting on the conference plus funding scholarship awards for winners of the Seeking Alpha investment competition.

Sponsors are also encouraged to judge the competitions and/or host interactive workshops on an investment topic within their expertise.

WHO WILL ATTEND THE CONFERENCE?

Investment students from universities across Southern California are invited to the TCM Student Investment Conference. Such schools include CSUF, Cal Poly Pomona, Chapman University, UCI, UC Riverside and CSU Long Beach.

These universities offer student-managed investment funds in which participants gain hands-on experience managing stock and bond portfolios.

Workshop hosts, sponsors, and judges have the opportunity to observe these high-potential students apply both technical and interpersonal skills in an interactive setting.

Firms seeking strong candidates for internships or entry-level hires are welcome to discuss opportunities at their firms and distribute information for follow-up meetings with targeted students.